Jan. 28 (Thu)  5:00pm~
“Spirited Away 〜千と千尋の神隠し〜” (2002)
Walt Disney Pictures; Directed by Hayao Miyazaki
In this Japanese anime adventure, 10 year old Chihiro and her parents wander into a town filled with gods, monsters and witches. When Chihiro's parents are changed into animals she must fend for herself. This requires finding a job to make her way in this strange world until she can find her way back home. (Rated PG; 124 min)

Jan. 29 (Fri)  2:00pm~
“Ringu 〜リング〜” (1990)
Nanako Matsushima, Miki Nakatani, Hiroyuki Sanada Yuko Takeuchi; Directed by Hideo Nakata
This film is Japan’s all time box office horror hit. Reporter Reiko hears stories about people that are killed after viewing a videotape containing disturbing images. She doubts the tale but after viewing it herself, very strange things start to happen. She uses her skills as a reporter to dig into the story and find out the origin of the deadly chain. (120 min)

Jan. 30 (Sat)  2:00pm~
“Big Man Japan 〜大日本人〜” (2009)
Hitoshi Matsumoto (Downtown), Riki Takeuchi
Magnolia Pictures; Directed by Hitoshi Matsumoto
Rated PG-13; 113 minutes
The famous comedian, Downtown Matsumoto's first directed film. A middle-aged slacker, Daisatou's job involves being shocked by bolts of electricity that transform him into a stick-wielding giant several stories high who is entrusted with defending Japan from a host of bizarre monsters.
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